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Abstract:Abstract:  This study aims to analyze factors that influence companies doing  This study aims to analyze factors that influence companies doing
Underpricing at the moment, companies conduct IPOs in the stock market and itsUnderpricing at the moment, companies conduct IPOs in the stock market and its
implications on Long-Term Underperformance in proxy with JCI on IPO sharesimplications on Long-Term Underperformance in proxy with JCI on IPO shares
in IDX. Analysis of phenomena. By using sample data onto IPO implementationin IDX. Analysis of phenomena. By using sample data onto IPO implementation
for years 2006 until IPO 2011 with period of 5 year for every implementation of for years 2006 until IPO 2011 with period of 5 year for every implementation of 
IPO, method done by using Sampling Purposive Method.IPO, method done by using Sampling Purposive Method.

The first analysis based on the data onto companies conducting initial publicThe first analysis based on the data onto companies conducting initial public
offering (IPO) in BEI during the period 2006 to 2011, underpricing average by 83offering (IPO) in BEI during the period 2006 to 2011, underpricing average by 83
percent. The average initial return to companies underpricing during the IPOpercent. The average initial return to companies underpricing during the IPO
during the period 2006 to 2011 average initial return to 31 percent, and theduring the period 2006 to 2011 average initial return to 31 percent, and the

highest in 2007 with Initial Return of 40 percent and the lowest occurred in 2011highest in 2007 with Initial Return of 40 percent and the lowest occurred in 2011
by 20 percent.by 20 percent.

The second analysis shows that the average of the age variable of company, theThe second analysis shows that the average of the age variable of company, the
value of cavitation, the volatility effect on the level of underpricing in the companyvalue of cavitation, the volatility effect on the level of underpricing in the company
conducting Initial Public Offering (IPO). While the Company Size Variable, Interestconducting Initial Public Offering (IPO). While the Company Size Variable, Interest
Rate and Rupiah Exchange Rate are not significant.Rate and Rupiah Exchange Rate are not significant.

For the third analysis, the long-term performance of IHSG after firm IPO isFor the third analysis, the long-term performance of IHSG after firm IPO is
significantly influenced by the Companys Age variables, Capitalization Value,significantly influenced by the Companys Age variables, Capitalization Value,
Volatility, Interest Rate, and Rupiah Exchange Rate, while the variables inVolatility, Interest Rate, and Rupiah Exchange Rate, while the variables in
Company Size influence is not significant. This study reinforces the asymmetricCompany Size influence is not significant. This study reinforces the asymmetric
information theory of underpricing phenomena, due to information asymmetryinformation theory of underpricing phenomena, due to information asymmetry
between underwriters and firms. Differences in information are supported by agencybetween underwriters and firms. Differences in information are supported by agency
theory and signal theory, whereby information published as an announcement willtheory and signal theory, whereby information published as an announcement will
provide a signal to investors in making investment decisions.provide a signal to investors in making investment decisions.

IntroductionIntroduction

The implementation of IPO in Indonesia has only started since the 1980s. Until theThe implementation of IPO in Indonesia has only started since the 1980s. Until the
end of 1990 there were 74 companies listed in stock exchange. In the year 1991 upend of 1990 there were 74 companies listed in stock exchange. In the year 1991 up
to the beginning of 2011 there has been a very rapid growth of the implementationto the beginning of 2011 there has been a very rapid growth of the implementation
of Initial Public Offering (IPO) in the capital market, which became 473 companiesof Initial Public Offering (IPO) in the capital market, which became 473 companies
with a capitalization of Rp.2.860,82 trillion. However, the privatization process of with a capitalization of Rp.2.860,82 trillion. However, the privatization process of 
state-owned enterprises is still very small. Of 141 state-owned enterprises consistingstate-owned enterprises is still very small. Of 141 state-owned enterprises consisting
of 18 new sectors there are 18 companies that has done IPO in the period 1991-of 18 new sectors there are 18 companies that has done IPO in the period 1991-
2011, which started with the company Semen Gresik and the last company Garuda2011, which started with the company Semen Gresik and the last company Garuda
Indonesia.Indonesia.

Keywords:Keywords:  Underpricing, Long-Term Underperformance  Underpricing, Long-Term Underperformance
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The process of Initial Public Offering (IPO), Go Public or often referred to asThe process of Initial Public Offering (IPO), Go Public or often referred to as
the initial public offering is a stock offering activity conducted by the company tothe initial public offering is a stock offering activity conducted by the company to
the public (public). By offering shares to the public, the company will be listed onthe public (public). By offering shares to the public, the company will be listed on

the stock to become a public / open company.the stock to become a public / open company.

In the process of selling the first stock of a company to a general investor isIn the process of selling the first stock of a company to a general investor is
called an IPO. According to Law no.8 of 1995 concerning capital market, publiccalled an IPO. According to Law no.8 of 1995 concerning capital market, public
offering is a security offering activity undertaken by issuers to sell securities to theoffering is a security offering activity undertaken by issuers to sell securities to the
public based of the procedures set forth in the capital market law and itspublic based of the procedures set forth in the capital market law and its
implementation regulations. Companies that conduct public offering of shares, theirimplementation regulations. Companies that conduct public offering of shares, their
shares must be able to transacted on the stock so that investors can resell or buy if shares must be able to transacted on the stock so that investors can resell or buy if 
they can not during the IPO. The issued shares have a price known as an initialthey can not during the IPO. The issued shares have a price known as an initial
public offering (IPO) is an important factor of both the issuer and the underwriterpublic offering (IPO) is an important factor of both the issuer and the underwriter
as it relates to the amount of funds to be earned by the issuer and the risk that theas it relates to the amount of funds to be earned by the issuer and the risk that the
underwriter will bear. The amount of funds received by the issuer is a correlationunderwriter will bear. The amount of funds received by the issuer is a correlation
between the number of shares offered at the price per share, so the higher the pricebetween the number of shares offered at the price per share, so the higher the price
per share then the funds received will be greater.per share then the funds received will be greater.

Initial Public Offering (IPO) Initial Public Offering (IPO) Initial Public OfferingInitial Public Offering (IPO) Initial Public Offering (IPO) Initial Public Offering

(IPO) Initial Public Offering (IPO) is lower than the stock market price in the(IPO) Initial Public Offering (IPO) is lower than the stock market price in the
secondary market on the first day, there will be a low-price phenomenon in thesecondary market on the first day, there will be a low-price phenomenon in the
initial offer, called Underpricing. On the other hand, if the current price of Initialinitial offer, called Underpricing. On the other hand, if the current price of Initial
Public Offering (IPO) arew higher than the stock price on the secondary market onPublic Offering (IPO) arew higher than the stock price on the secondary market on
the first day, then this phenomenon is called Overpricing (Hanafi, 2004). Researchthe first day, then this phenomenon is called Overpricing (Hanafi, 2004). Research
conducted by Aggrawalconducted by Aggrawal et al et al , (1993) concluded that underpricing phenomenon, (1993) concluded that underpricing phenomenon
occurs to the time of Initial Public Offering (IPO). Another phenomenon is theoccurs to the time of Initial Public Offering (IPO). Another phenomenon is the
long-term negative return and the existence of cycles in terms of underpricing andlong-term negative return and the existence of cycles in terms of underpricing and
volume of companies conducting Initial Public Offering (IPO), known as the threevolume of companies conducting Initial Public Offering (IPO), known as the three
anomaly Initial Public Offering (IPO). Underpricing has become a commonanomaly Initial Public Offering (IPO). Underpricing has become a common
phenomenon in the initial public offering in various capital markets around thephenomenon in the initial public offering in various capital markets around the
world (Lounghranworld (Lounghran et al et al ., 1994), Underpricing is, after all, an indirect cost of an., 1994), Underpricing is, after all, an indirect cost of an
Initial Public Offering (IPO).Initial Public Offering (IPO).

According to Beatty (1989), underpricing conditions has different effects of According to Beatty (1989), underpricing conditions has different effects of 

companies and investors. Companies will not benefit if there is underpricing, becausecompanies and investors. Companies will not benefit if there is underpricing, becausethe funds obtained from go public are not maximum. In the event of Overpricing,the funds obtained from go public are not maximum. In the event of Overpricing,
investors will lose money because they do not receive the initial return to theinvestors will lose money because they do not receive the initial return to the
shareholders profit because of the difference in stock prices purchased in the initialshareholders profit because of the difference in stock prices purchased in the initial
market at the IPO with the selling price in question on the first day on the secondarymarket at the IPO with the selling price in question on the first day on the secondary
market. The phenomenon of underpricing and overpricing occurs to the capitalmarket. The phenomenon of underpricing and overpricing occurs to the capital
markets of various countries. Among the United States, Britain, Australia, Southmarkets of various countries. Among the United States, Britain, Australia, South
Africa, China, Malaysia and Indonesia. Underpricing is one of the most commonAfrica, China, Malaysia and Indonesia. Underpricing is one of the most common
phenomena in the implementation of Initial Public Offering (IPO). The secondphenomena in the implementation of Initial Public Offering (IPO). The second
anomaly are Long Term Underperformance, which is where in the long run, theanomaly are Long Term Underperformance, which is where in the long run, the
performance of IPO shares has poor performance. This condition causes Cummulativeperformance of IPO shares has poor performance. This condition causes Cummulative
Abnormal Return (CAR) of IPO shares to form up and down pattern. This showsAbnormal Return (CAR) of IPO shares to form up and down pattern. This shows
that the price that occurs to the beginning of the secondary market is not the stockthat the price that occurs to the beginning of the secondary market is not the stock
price in accordance with the value of the company (fair price). In the long run,price in accordance with the value of the company (fair price). In the long run,
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positive initial returns due to underpricing are eliminated because of long-termpositive initial returns due to underpricing are eliminated because of long-term
losses (Sembel, 1996).losses (Sembel, 1996).

In Indonesia underpricing phenomenon has also been done as shown in table 1In Indonesia underpricing phenomenon has also been done as shown in table 1
below.below.

Table 1Table 1

Underpricing phenomenon in IndonesiaUnderpricing phenomenon in Indonesia

RReesseeaarrcchheerrs  s  SSaammpplle  e  TTiimme  e  UUnnddeerrpprriicciinng  g  ((%%))

YYoollaanna  a  aannd  d  MMaarrttaanni  i  11331  1  11999944--2200001  1  3388,,00

TTrriiaanni  i  aannd  d  NNiikkmmaah  h  990  0  11999944--2200000  0  55,,00

EEmmiilliiaa,  ,  SSuullaaiimmaann,  ,  SSeemmbbeel  l  992  2  11999999--2200005  5  5599,,44

IIssnnuurrhhaaddii,  ,  SSjjaarruuddddiin  n  996  6  11999933--1199997  7  1122,,11

YYaassaa,  ,  GGeerriiaanntta  a  W  W  33000  0  11999900--2200001  1  2211,,33

HHaannddaayyaanni  i  228  8  22000000--2200006  6  3344,,99

SSuulliissttiioo,  ,  HHeelleen  n  444  4  11999988--2200003  3  8822,,00

WWiijjaayyaannttoo,  ,  AAnnddy  y  667  7  22000000--2200006  6  2288,,33

PPaarraammiitthha  a  ((22001133)  )  998  8  22000088--2200112  2  8877,,0000

WWiiddaayyaanni  i  aannd  d  YYaassa  a  ((22001133)  )  11669  9  22000000--2200111  1  4433,,9900
RRiissqqi  i  aannd  d  HHaarrtto  o  ((22001133)).  .  771  1  22000077--2200111  1  3377,,1155

GGuummaannttii,  ,  ddkkk  k  ((22001155)  )  11550  0  22000077--2200112  2  2255,,3300

SSaappuuttrra  a  aannd  d  SSuuaarryyaanna  a  ((22001166)  )  557  7  22001100--2200113  3  3355,,2288

Literature ReviewLiterature Review

The existing underpricing theories so far none has dared to explicitly declare betterThe existing underpricing theories so far none has dared to explicitly declare better
in explaining underpricing phenomena. Most of the existing theories set out fromin explaining underpricing phenomena. Most of the existing theories set out from
the existence of information inequality (information asymmetric) in the vicinity of the existence of information inequality (information asymmetric) in the vicinity of 
Initial Public Offering (IPO).Initial Public Offering (IPO).

Beatty (1989) explains that underpricing or positive initial return in the primaryBeatty (1989) explains that underpricing or positive initial return in the primary
market is due to the existence of information asymmetry (ex-ante Uncertainty)market is due to the existence of information asymmetry (ex-ante Uncertainty)
that is price uncertainty in the future. Information asymmetry can occur if thethat is price uncertainty in the future. Information asymmetry can occur if the
investor does not have accurate information on information owned by the investor.investor does not have accurate information on information owned by the investor.

The study of the phenomenon of underpricing in the IPO was first performedThe study of the phenomenon of underpricing in the IPO was first performed
by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in 1963. More than 10 yearsby the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in 1963. More than 10 years
later, Ibbotson and Jaffe (1975) conducted the same study in the United Stateslater, Ibbotson and Jaffe (1975) conducted the same study in the United States
and obtained results that the initial average return obtained by investors whenand obtained results that the initial average return obtained by investors when
buying shares through IPO mechanism is 16.83%.buying shares through IPO mechanism is 16.83%.

The occurrence of under-pricing phenomena in stock trading the first dayThe occurrence of under-pricing phenomena in stock trading the first day
after the IPO on the Indonesian stock exchange in the period 1989-1994 wasafter the IPO on the Indonesian stock exchange in the period 1989-1994 was
allegedly caused by: (i) government interference in stock exchanges, (ii) the stateallegedly caused by: (i) government interference in stock exchanges, (ii) the state
of the Indonesian capital market experienced a boom in 1989 and 1990 with theof the Indonesian capital market experienced a boom in 1989 and 1990 with the
number of issuers as many as 67 companies that conduct initial publication. Thisnumber of issuers as many as 67 companies that conduct initial publication. This
is considered consistent with the phenomena occurring in neighboring countriesis considered consistent with the phenomena occurring in neighboring countries
where under-pricing phenomena in the 1990s were lower than those of the latewhere under-pricing phenomena in the 1990s were lower than those of the late
1980s.1980s.
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Several factors are expected to affect underpricing and long-term under-Several factors are expected to affect underpricing and long-term under-
employment ie Company Age, Company Size, Capitalization Value, Volatility,employment ie Company Age, Company Size, Capitalization Value, Volatility,
Interest Rate and Exchange Rate in Exchange Rate ($).Interest Rate and Exchange Rate in Exchange Rate ($).

The longer operating age of the company makes it possible to provide a widerThe longer operating age of the company makes it possible to provide a wider
and more public information publication than the newly established company. Theand more public information publication than the newly established company. The
longer the life of the company, the more information the community can acquirelonger the life of the company, the more information the community can acquire
(Nurhidayati and Indriantoro, 1998) thereby reducing information asymmetry and(Nurhidayati and Indriantoro, 1998) thereby reducing information asymmetry and
minimizing uncertainty of the future. Rosyati and Sabeni (2002) said that theminimizing uncertainty of the future. Rosyati and Sabeni (2002) said that the
companys age had a negative and significant effect on underpricing while Ghozalicompanys age had a negative and significant effect on underpricing while Ghozali
and Mansur (2002) did not show significant influence. Similar research in Indonesia,and Mansur (2002) did not show significant influence. Similar research in Indonesia,
among others, conducted by Trisnawati (1998) who conducted research on theamong others, conducted by Trisnawati (1998) who conducted research on the
Jakarta Stock Exchange by taking data onto 1994 to 1995 successfully proves thatJakarta Stock Exchange by taking data onto 1994 to 1995 successfully proves that
the age of the company has a positive and significant effect on initial return.the age of the company has a positive and significant effect on initial return.

Company size can also be used as a measure of uncertainty, because large-scaleCompany size can also be used as a measure of uncertainty, because large-scale
firms are generally better known so that the information is certainly more thanfirms are generally better known so that the information is certainly more than
small firms, if there is much information known to the public then the level of small firms, if there is much information known to the public then the level of 
uncertainty can be reduced so that the investment decision is right. It is estimateduncertainty can be reduced so that the investment decision is right. It is estimated

that large-scale companies have lower levels of underpricing than small-scalethat large-scale companies have lower levels of underpricing than small-scale
enterprises. This is in accordance with the research of Kim et. al. (1993) showingenterprises. This is in accordance with the research of Kim et. al. (1993) showing
the influence of negative and significant firm size of underpricing, which means thethe influence of negative and significant firm size of underpricing, which means the
larger the size to the company the smaller the level of underpricingnya the smallerlarger the size to the company the smaller the level of underpricingnya the smaller
the smaller the size of the company the greater the level of underpricing. Companiesthe smaller the size of the company the greater the level of underpricing. Companies
with larger sizes with larger sizes tend to contain fewer Uncertaintend to contain fewer Uncertainties, such companies will ties, such companies will experienceexperience
a lower initial return. The greater the Uncertainty of the company, the greater thea lower initial return. The greater the Uncertainty of the company, the greater the
average initial return, large-scale companies tends not to be affected by marketaverage initial return, large-scale companies tends not to be affected by market
conditions but rather affect the market conditions (Retnowati, 2013).conditions but rather affect the market conditions (Retnowati, 2013).

Volatility is the amount of distance between the fluctuation of the stock priceVolatility is the amount of distance between the fluctuation of the stock price
or the price of the stock or foreign currency. High volatility means the price risesor the price of the stock or foreign currency. High volatility means the price rises
rapidly and then suddenly drops in rapidly resulting in a huge difference betweenrapidly and then suddenly drops in rapidly resulting in a huge difference between
the lowest and the highest prices in time, the small volatility also changeable biasthe lowest and the highest prices in time, the small volatility also changeable bias
there is clock hours where volatility slows volatility bias is aimed at the number of there is clock hours where volatility slows volatility bias is aimed at the number of 

certain pips or certain pips or absolute numbers. Volatilitabsolute numbers. Volatility means y means the conditional variance bthe conditional variance betwetweeneenan asset. Volatility analysis is useful in portfolio formation, risk management andan asset. Volatility analysis is useful in portfolio formation, risk management and
price formation, volatility is also used in predicting risk, volatility prediction hasprice formation, volatility is also used in predicting risk, volatility prediction has
an important influence in investment decision making, Volatility modeling isan important influence in investment decision making, Volatility modeling is
Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedatisitas (ARCH) permitted by Engle (1982)Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedatisitas (ARCH) permitted by Engle (1982)
and used in measuring the financial risks and behavior of the mining sector, whereand used in measuring the financial risks and behavior of the mining sector, where
the result is that the volatility of mining stock returns has a reliance on time. Andthe result is that the volatility of mining stock returns has a reliance on time. And
ARCH can be detected if the large number of samples and Generalized AutoregressiveARCH can be detected if the large number of samples and Generalized Autoregressive
Conditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) developed by Bollerslev in 1986 becameConditional Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) developed by Bollerslev in 1986 became
the method commonly used in financial analysis including stock return and volatility.the method commonly used in financial analysis including stock return and volatility.

The capitalization of shares or other terms of market capitalization is a businessThe capitalization of shares or other terms of market capitalization is a business
term that points to the overall price of a companys stock that is a price to pay forterm that points to the overall price of a companys stock that is a price to pay for
all shares of the company. The magnitude and growth of a companys marketall shares of the company. The magnitude and growth of a companys market
capitalization is often an important measure of the success or failure of an opencapitalization is often an important measure of the success or failure of an open
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company. Capitalization is sometimes used as a synonym for market capitalizationcompany. Capitalization is sometimes used as a synonym for market capitalization
and can also be market capitalization and long-term debt. The stock market is aand can also be market capitalization and long-term debt. The stock market is a
market for general trading and related financial instruments (including stock options,market for general trading and related financial instruments (including stock options,

trading and stock index estimates). According to (Robert, 1997) in Boeli (2008)trading and stock index estimates). According to (Robert, 1997) in Boeli (2008)
states the market price multiplied by the number of shares in circulation will be instates the market price multiplied by the number of shares in circulation will be in
the market value or so-called Market Capitalization.the market value or so-called Market Capitalization.

The interest rate (BI Rate) based on the explanation given by Bank IndonesiaThe interest rate (BI Rate) based on the explanation given by Bank Indonesia
(www.bi.go.id), the BI rate is the policy rate reflecting the stance or stance of (www.bi.go.id), the BI rate is the policy rate reflecting the stance or stance of 
monetary policy stipulated by Bank Indonesia and announced to the public, BImonetary policy stipulated by Bank Indonesia and announced to the public, BI
rate is announced by the Board of Governors of Bank Indonesia, and implementedrate is announced by the Board of Governors of Bank Indonesia, and implemented
in monetary operations conducted by Bank Indonesia through the management of in monetary operations conducted by Bank Indonesia through the management of 
Liquidity in the money market to achieve the operational targets of monetaryLiquidity in the money market to achieve the operational targets of monetary
policy. The operational objectives of monetary policy are reflected on the developmentpolicy. The operational objectives of monetary policy are reflected on the development
of interbank money market interest rates. While inflation according to Samuelsonof interbank money market interest rates. While inflation according to Samuelson
(2001) that inflation as a condition where there is an increase in general prices,(2001) that inflation as a condition where there is an increase in general prices,
good goods, services and factors of production. This definition indicates thegood goods, services and factors of production. This definition indicates the
weakening of purchasing power followed by the declining real value of a countrysweakening of purchasing power followed by the declining real value of a countrys

currency.currency.
The exchange rate is the price of a currency of a state that is measured orThe exchange rate is the price of a currency of a state that is measured or

stated in another currency. Exchange rate plays an important role in spendingstated in another currency. Exchange rate plays an important role in spending
decisions, because exchange rate allows us to translate prices from different countriesdecisions, because exchange rate allows us to translate prices from different countries
into the same language. If all other conditions remain, the depreciation of a countrysinto the same language. If all other conditions remain, the depreciation of a countrys
currency against all other currencies (the increase in foreign exchange prices forcurrency against all other currencies (the increase in foreign exchange prices for
the country concerned) causes its exports to be cheaper and its imports morethe country concerned) causes its exports to be cheaper and its imports more
expensive. While appreciation (decline in foreign exchange prices in the countryexpensive. While appreciation (decline in foreign exchange prices in the country
concerned) makes its exports more expensive and imports cheaper.concerned) makes its exports more expensive and imports cheaper.

Exchange rate is very important to the foreign exchange market (foreignExchange rate is very important to the foreign exchange market (foreign
exchange market). Although foreign exchange trading takes place in various financialexchange market). Although foreign exchange trading takes place in various financial
centers spread across the globe, modern telecom technology has linked them into acenters spread across the globe, modern telecom technology has linked them into a
single market chain that operates 24 hours daily. One important category of foreignsingle market chain that operates 24 hours daily. One important category of foreign
exchange trading is forward trading, in which some parties agree to exchangeexchange trading is forward trading, in which some parties agree to exchange

currency in the future of the basis of the exchange rate they have agreed upon.currency in the future of the basis of the exchange rate they have agreed upon.Whereas other categories, ie spot trading (spot trading) directly execute the exchangeWhereas other categories, ie spot trading (spot trading) directly execute the exchange
(this is usually for urgent or practical purposes).(this is usually for urgent or practical purposes).

Since the exchange rate is the relative price of the two sets, then the exchangeSince the exchange rate is the relative price of the two sets, then the exchange
rate is considered to be the asset price itself. the basic principle of asset pricing israte is considered to be the asset price itself. the basic principle of asset pricing is
that the current asset value is determined by its estimated future purchasing power.that the current asset value is determined by its estimated future purchasing power.
In evaluating assets, investors always display the assets estimated value of return,In evaluating assets, investors always display the assets estimated value of return,
or the rate of increase in the value of investments embedded in the asset at lateror the rate of increase in the value of investments embedded in the asset at later
times. The returns to deposits traded with the foreign exchange market aretimes. The returns to deposits traded with the foreign exchange market are
determined by interest rate and estimated exchange rate changes.determined by interest rate and estimated exchange rate changes.

Follow by the Journal of Indonesian Applied Economics vol 2 no.2 octoberFollow by the Journal of Indonesian Applied Economics vol 2 no.2 october
2011. Written by Imam Mukhlis, the development of the current liberalism and2011. Written by Imam Mukhlis, the development of the current liberalism and
globalization of the world has caused its own concerns for each State. To addressglobalization of the world has caused its own concerns for each State. To address
the dynamics that occurs every State formulates a framework of multi sectorthe dynamics that occurs every State formulates a framework of multi sector
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cooperation. On the other hand, it can also be explained that the existing liberalismcooperation. On the other hand, it can also be explained that the existing liberalism
and globalization brings consequences of the economic fundamentals of each country.and globalization brings consequences of the economic fundamentals of each country.
The countrys lack of prosperity in maintaining the fundamentals of this economyThe countrys lack of prosperity in maintaining the fundamentals of this economy
can have an impact on macroeconomic stability. One of the macroeconomic indicatorscan have an impact on macroeconomic stability. One of the macroeconomic indicators
that are tentative to external economic turmoil is the exchange rate of currencythat are tentative to external economic turmoil is the exchange rate of currency
(currency exchange rate). In this case the exchange rate reflects the strength of the(currency exchange rate). In this case the exchange rate reflects the strength of the
economy as a result of the penetration and effects of the global economy. The moreeconomy as a result of the penetration and effects of the global economy. The more
stable the exchange rate of a countrys currency against the currencies of otherstable the exchange rate of a countrys currency against the currencies of other
countries, the more it shows the fundamental strength of the countrys economy. Incountries, the more it shows the fundamental strength of the countrys economy. In
other words, the government (monetary authority) is able to conduct monetaryother words, the government (monetary authority) is able to conduct monetary
policy and from the exchange rate of currency that can encourage economicpolicy and from the exchange rate of currency that can encourage economic
competitiveness of a country. The rise of the currency exchange rate in the moneycompetitiveness of a country. The rise of the currency exchange rate in the money
market (appreciation and depreciation) shows the magnitude of the volatility thatmarket (appreciation and depreciation) shows the magnitude of the volatility that
occurs to the currency of a State with the currency of another Country (Chou,occurs to the currency of a State with the currency of another Country (Chou,
2000). Increasing volatility shows an increasing movement towards exchange rate2000). Increasing volatility shows an increasing movement towards exchange rate
(appreciation / Depreciation of currency). This gives an overvalued overview and(appreciation / Depreciation of currency). This gives an overvalued overview and
undervalundervalued exchange rate against other ued exchange rate against other currencies of the State. When the currencies of the State. When the exchangeexchange

rate is experiencing extreme volatility, then the economy will experience instabilityrate is experiencing extreme volatility, then the economy will experience instabilityboth from the macro and micro.both from the macro and micro.

Development of the following framework based on theoretical overview of someDevelopment of the following framework based on theoretical overview of some
previous research, the research paradigm can be described as follows:previous research, the research paradigm can be described as follows:

Picture 1: FrameworkPicture 1: Framework
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Research HypothesisResearch Hypothesis

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
11
) ) : : The EThe Effect ffect of tof the Cohe Companmpanys Agys Age on e on UnderUnderpricpricing oing of IPOf IPO

SharesShares
Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H

22
) ) : : The The InfInfluenluence of ce of ComCompanpany Sy Size on ize on UndeUnderprrpricing icing ShaShares res IPOIPO

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
33
) ) : : TherThere is e is a a positivpositive effece effect ot of Cf Capitalapitalizatization ion VValue oalue on In IPO SPO Stocktock

UnderpricingUnderpricing

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
44
) ) : : The The EffEffect oect of Vf Volatolatiliility oty on In IPO StPO Stock ock UndUnderprerpricingicing

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
55
) ) : : There There is ais an n effect effect of of InteInterest rest Rate Rate on Ion IPO PO Stock Stock UnderUnderpricingpricing

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
66
) ) : : The The effeceffect of t of the the RupRupiah iah ExchExchange ange RatRate on e on UndeUnderprrpricing icing of of 

IPO SharesIPO Shares

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
77
) ) : : InflueInfluence nce of of compancompany y age, age, compancompany y size, size, capitalicapitalization zation valuevalue,,

volatility, interest rate and exchange rate of Rupiah tovolatility, interest rate and exchange rate of Rupiah to
underpricing IPO sharesunderpricing IPO shares

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
88
)  )  :  :  T h e  E f f eT h e  E f f ec t  o f  t h e  C oc t  o f  t h e  C om p a nm p a ny  s  A g e  o n  L o ny  s  A g e  o n  L o ng - Tg - Te r me r m

UnderperformanceUnderperformance

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
99

) ) : : Effect Effect of of CompanCompany y Size Size on on Long-TLong-Term erm UnderperforUnderperformancemance

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
1010

) ) : : The EffeThe Effect of Stocct of Stock Capitak Capitalization Vlization Value on Lonalue on Long-Tg-Termerm
UnderperformanceUnderperformance..

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
1111

) ) : : Effect Effect of of VVolatilitolatility y on on Long-TLong-Term erm UnderperforUnderperformancemance

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
1212

) ) : : Effect Effect of Iof Interest nterest Rate Rate on on Long-TLong-Term erm UnderperforUnderperformancemance

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
1313

)  )  :  :  Effect  of  Rupiah Exchange Rate on Long-TermEffect  of  Rupiah Exchange Rate on Long-Term
UnderperformanceUnderperformance

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
1414

) ) : : The The InfluenInfluence of ce of UnderprUnderpricing of icing of IPO ShaIPO Shares tres to Lo Long-Tong-Termerm
UnderperformanceUnderperformance

Hypothesis (HHypothesis (H
1515

) ) : : InflInfluence ouence of f compancompany agy age, e, compancompany sizey size, , capitalicapitalization zation valuvalue,e,
volatility, interest rate and exchange rate of Rupiah tovolatility, interest rate and exchange rate of Rupiah to
underpricing IPO shares and its application to Long-Termunderpricing IPO shares and its application to Long-Term
Underperformance.Underperformance.

Research MethodsResearch Methods
In this dissertation is used a combination of descriptive and inferential methodsIn this dissertation is used a combination of descriptive and inferential methods
using historical data onto a long period of time. Selection of a long period of timeusing historical data onto a long period of time. Selection of a long period of time
is expected to provide a more accurate picture of the phenomenon of underpricingis expected to provide a more accurate picture of the phenomenon of underpricing
and long-term underperformance in the stock market of Indonesia.and long-term underperformance in the stock market of Indonesia.

Population of this research is Company which does go public since 2006 untilPopulation of this research is Company which does go public since 2006 until
2011 at Indonesia stock exchange (BEI).2011 at Indonesia stock exchange (BEI).

Sample in detail is the Company of companies that have been doing IPO sinceSample in detail is the Company of companies that have been doing IPO since
2006 until the end of 2011 and up to now still listed in the Indonesian stock foam2006 until the end of 2011 and up to now still listed in the Indonesian stock foam
(BEI). Companies that are still listed on the Stock Exchange but not available past(BEI). Companies that are still listed on the Stock Exchange but not available past
data are not included in the unit research.data are not included in the unit research.

The data and information used is from Boomberg & Real Time InformationThe data and information used is from Boomberg & Real Time Information
(R(RTI) information service providers, Indonesia TI) information service providers, Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEI) website, OJKStock Exchange (BEI) website, OJK
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website, website of publicly listed companies, Bank Indonesia website (BI), Ministrywebsite, website of publicly listed companies, Bank Indonesia website (BI), Ministry
of Finance website, TICMI website (The Indonesia Capital Market Institute).of Finance website, TICMI website (The Indonesia Capital Market Institute).

Research ResultResearch Result

Data analysis of the company conducting initial public offering in 2011.Data analysis of the company conducting initial public offering in 2011.

Description of StatisticsDescription of Statistics

Table 1Table 1
Data Description: Initial Public Offering of 2011Data Description: Initial Public Offering of 2011

   AAGGE  E  HHSSHHM  M  IIHHSSG  G  KKAAPPT  T  

MMeeaan  n  1144..223300777  7  779933..8800777  7  44449944..66773  3  55337722..001144

MMaaxxiimmuum  m  2266..0  0  33775500..00000  0  55449911..33440  0  1122664422..9933

MMiinniimmuum  m  33..0  0  5500..000000000  0  33667799..88229  9  22119988..446655

SSttdd.  .  DDeevv.  .  77..00117733221  1  885555..2266556  6  551144..1133998  8  11883322..776622

OObbsseerrvvaattiioonns  s  665  5  665  5  665  5  6655

Source:Source:  Data is processed using eviews 9.0  Data is processed using eviews 9.0

Table 1 shows that the data of 13 firms over the period 2011 to 2015Table 1 shows that the data of 13 firms over the period 2011 to 2015

a) a) Of the 65 COf the 65 Company Age data (ompany Age data (AGE), a minimuAGE), a minimum of 3 ym of 3 years and a maximumears and a maximum
value of 26 years. With an average of 14.23077 years and a standard deviationvalue of 26 years. With an average of 14.23077 years and a standard deviation
from 7.017321 years.from 7.017321 years.

b) b) Of 65 dOf 65 data Share prata Share prices (HSHM), minimum ices (HSHM), minimum value of Rp value of Rp 50.00 and maximu50.00 and maximumm
value of Rp 3750,00. With an average of Rp 793.8077 and a standard deviationvalue of Rp 3750,00. With an average of Rp 793.8077 and a standard deviation
from Rp 855.2656.from Rp 855.2656.

c) c) Of thOf the 65 Composite Ste 65 Composite Stock Price Inock Price Index (IHSdex (IHSG), the mG), the minimum vinimum value of 367alue of 3679,8299,829
and the maximum value of 5491.340. With an average of 4494,673 and a standardand the maximum value of 5491.340. With an average of 4494,673 and a standard
deviation from 514. 1398.deviation from 514. 1398.

d) d) Of the Of the 65-capitalization data 65-capitalization data (KAPT), the minim(KAPT), the minimum vum value of alue of 2198,465 billion2198,465 billion
Rp and the maximum value of 12642.93 billion Rp. With an average of 5372.014Rp and the maximum value of 12642.93 billion Rp. With an average of 5372.014
billion Rp and a standard deviation from 1832.762 billion Rp.billion Rp and a standard deviation from 1832.762 billion Rp.

Table 1 (continued)Table 1 (continued)
Data Description: Initial Public Offering of 2011Data Description: Initial Public Offering of 2011

KKUURRS  S  RRAATTE  E  SSIIZZE  E  VVOOLLAA

MMeeaan  n  1100449922..885  5  00..00663344223  3  1133..003333449  9  55..229933441177

MMaaxxiimmuum  m  1122550000..000  0  00..00775500000  0  2266..001100883  3  1133..8855223377

MMiinniimmuum  m  88552233..00000  0  00..00006600000  0  55..66226644333  3  22..112288000044

SSttdd.  .  DDeevv.  .  11335544..66223  3  00..00118822770  0  44..55112288225  5  22..007766226633

OObbsseerrvvaattiioonns  s  665  5  665  5  665  5  6655

Source:Source:  Data is processed using eviews 9.0  Data is processed using eviews 9.0

Table 1 (continued) shows that the data of 17 companies over the period 2011Table 1 (continued) shows that the data of 17 companies over the period 2011
to 2015to 2015
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a) a) Of the 65 ExcOf the 65 Exchange Rathange Rate data (KURe data (KURS), a minimS), a minimum vum value of Rp 8523.0alue of Rp 8523.000
and a maximum value of Rp 12500.00. With an average of Rp 10492.85and a maximum value of Rp 12500.00. With an average of Rp 10492.85
and a standard deviation from Rp 1354.623.and a standard deviation from Rp 1354.623.

b) b) Of the 65 Of the 65 Interest Rate (RAInterest Rate (RATE) data, thTE) data, the minimum e minimum value is 0.0060 andvalue is 0.0060 and
the maximum value are 0.0750. With an average of 0.059618 and a standardthe maximum value are 0.0750. With an average of 0.059618 and a standard
deviation from 0.063423.deviation from 0.063423.

c) c) Of the 65 CompOf the 65 Company Siany Size (SIZE) dze (SIZE) data, a minata, a minimum valimum value of 5.626433 aue of 5.626433 and and a
maximum value of 26,01083. With an average of 13.03349 and a standardmaximum value of 26,01083. With an average of 13.03349 and a standard
deviation from 4.512825.deviation from 4.512825.

d) d) Of the 65 Of the 65 VolatilizatiVolatilization data (on data (VOLA), VOLA), a minimum a minimum value of value of 2.128004 billion2.128004 billion
Rp and a maximum value of 13.85237 billion Rp. With an average of Rp and a maximum value of 13.85237 billion Rp. With an average of 
5.293417 billion Rp and standard deviation of 2.076263 billion Rp.5.293417 billion Rp and standard deviation of 2.076263 billion Rp.

Model Accuracy TestModel Accuracy Test

a. a. CoCommon mmon EffectEffect vsvs Fixed EffectFixed Effect

The chow-test test is used to determine which model will be selected in theThe chow-test test is used to determine which model will be selected in the
panel data regression model estimation, whether the common effect or fixedpanel data regression model estimation, whether the common effect or fixed
effect model. This test is done by using statistical test of F or chi-square witheffect model. This test is done by using statistical test of F or chi-square with
hypothesis as follows:hypothesis as follows:

Ho: Common effect model is better than fixed effectHo: Common effect model is better than fixed effect

Hi: Fixed effect model is better than common effectHi: Fixed effect model is better than common effect

If the value of F arithmetic (F-test) and chi-square test is smaller than a =If the value of F arithmetic (F-test) and chi-square test is smaller than a =
0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted. This shows that the effect0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted. This shows that the effect
model remains better than the common effect model in estimating panel datamodel remains better than the common effect model in estimating panel data
regression. Conversely, if Ho is accepted and H! rejected, which means that theregression. Conversely, if Ho is accepted and H! rejected, which means that the
common effect models is better than the fixed effect model in estimating panelcommon effect models is better than the fixed effect model in estimating panel
data regression.data regression.

b. b. Fixed Fixed Effect Effect vs vs RandRandom Eom Effectffect

The choice of which model is used between the fixed effect model or the randomThe choice of which model is used between the fixed effect model or the random
effect model, the Hausman test is performed. (Hausman test). The hypothesiseffect model, the Hausman test is performed. (Hausman test). The hypothesis

in the Hausman test is as follows:in the Hausman test is as follows:Ho : Random effect model is better than fixed effectHo : Random effect model is better than fixed effect

Hi : The fixed effect model is better than randomHi : The fixed effect model is better than random  effect   effect 

If the probability value (Prob) Chi-Square Hausman Test is smaller than a =If the probability value (Prob) Chi-Square Hausman Test is smaller than a =
0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted.0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted.

c. c. CommoCommon n Effect Effect vs vs RanRandom dom EffectEffect

Determination of use of which model is used in panel data regression, whetherDetermination of use of which model is used in panel data regression, whether
common effect model or random effect model through Lagrange Multipliercommon effect model or random effect model through Lagrange Multiplier
(LM-test) Breusch-Pagan test. The hypothesis in this test is as follows:(LM-test) Breusch-Pagan test. The hypothesis in this test is as follows:

Ho : The common effects model is better than the random effectHo : The common effects model is better than the random effect

Hi : The random effect model is better than the common effectHi : The random effect model is better than the common effect

If LM test> chi-squares with Alpha = a = 0.05 and df = 3, then Ho is rejectedIf LM test> chi-squares with Alpha = a = 0.05 and df = 3, then Ho is rejected
and Hi is accepted. Based on the calculation of Breusch-Pagan LM test (BP)and Hi is accepted. Based on the calculation of Breusch-Pagan LM test (BP)
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chi-squares table with a = 0.05, or the probability value of LM-test Breusch-chi-squares table with a = 0.05, or the probability value of LM-test Breusch-
Pagan 0.0000 is smaller than a = 0.05, it can be concluded that the randomPagan 0.0000 is smaller than a = 0.05, it can be concluded that the random
effect model is better rather than the common effect model in eliminating theeffect model is better rather than the common effect model in eliminating the
influence of internal and external factors of underpricing and its implicationsinfluence of internal and external factors of underpricing and its implications
on the long-term underperformance of IPOs in Indonesia. Hypothesis testson the long-term underperformance of IPOs in Indonesia. Hypothesis tests
results as follows:results as follows:

Table 2Table 2
Hypothesis Test Results Structure-1 Data 2011Hypothesis Test Results Structure-1 Data 2011

HHyyppootthheessiis  s  VVaarriiaabblle  e  IInnfflluueenncce  e  oon  n  HHSSHHM  M  DDeecciissiioon  n  

CCooeeffffiicciieennt  t  PPrroobb

HH1  1  AAGGE  E  --3388,,117744885  5  00..2222338  8  p  p  >  >  00,,005  5  ;  ;  TTSS

HH2  2  RROOA  A  --2233,,448844665  5  00..0088884  4  p  p  >  >  00,,005  5  ;  ;  TTSS

HH3  3  KKAAPPT  T  00,,00004422995  5  00..8844442  2  p  p  >  >  00,,005  5  ;  ;  TTSS

HH4  4  VVOOLLA  A  --1144,,111144221  1  00..5522776  6  p  p  >  >  00,,005  5  ;  ;  TTSS

HH5  5  RRAATTE  E  --114466,,9988006  6  00..9955449  9  p  p  >  >  00,,005  5  ;  ;  TTSS

HH6  6  KKUURRS  S  --00,,00666611222  2  00..1177661  1  p  p  >  >  00,,005  5  ;  ;  TTSS

HH7  7  TTooggeetthheer  r  FF=  =  33,,99885577229  9  00..00002200888  8  p  p  <  <  00,,005  5  ;  ;  SS
RR__SSqquuaarre  e  00..229911994444

Source:Source:  Data is processed using eviews 9.0  Data is processed using eviews 9.0

Information:Information:

S S : : significasignificant;nt;

TS TS : : no no significantsignificant

Model Accuracy TestModel Accuracy Test

a. a. CommoCommon n Effect Effect vs vs FixFixed ed EffectEffect

The chow-test test is used to determine which model will be selected in theThe chow-test test is used to determine which model will be selected in the
panel data regression model estimation, whether the common effect or fixedpanel data regression model estimation, whether the common effect or fixed
effect model. This test is done by using statistical test F or chi-square witheffect model. This test is done by using statistical test F or chi-square with
hypothesis as follows:hypothesis as follows:

Ho : Common effect model is better than fixed effectHo : Common effect model is better than fixed effect

Hi : The fixed effect model is better than commonHi : The fixed effect model is better than common  effect   effect 

If the value of F arithmetic (F-test) and chi-square test is smaller than a =If the value of F arithmetic (F-test) and chi-square test is smaller than a =
0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted. This shows that the fixed0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted. This shows that the fixed
effect model is better than the common effect model in estimating panel dataeffect model is better than the common effect model in estimating panel data
regression. Conversely, if Ho is accepted and Hi is rejected, which means thatregression. Conversely, if Ho is accepted and Hi is rejected, which means that
the common effect model is better than the fixed effect model in estimatingthe common effect model is better than the fixed effect model in estimating
panel data regression.panel data regression.

b. b. Fixed Fixed Effect Effect vs vs RandRandom Eom Effectffect

The choice of which model is used between the fixed effect model or the randomThe choice of which model is used between the fixed effect model or the random
effect model, the Hausman test is performed. (Hausman test). The hypothesiseffect model, the Hausman test is performed. (Hausman test). The hypothesis
in the Hausman test is as follows:in the Hausman test is as follows:

Ho : Random effect model is better than fixed effectHo : Random effect model is better than fixed effect

Hi : The fixed effect model is better than randomHi : The fixed effect model is better than random  effect   effect 
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If the probability value (Prob) Chi-Square Hausman Test is smaller than a =If the probability value (Prob) Chi-Square Hausman Test is smaller than a =
0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted.0.05 (5%), then Ho is rejected and Hi is accepted.

To test the hypothesis Structure-2 used regression analysis results based onTo test the hypothesis Structure-2 used regression analysis results based onFEM model Hypothesis tests results as follows:FEM model Hypothesis tests results as follows:

Table 3Table 3
Hypothesis Test Results Structure-2 Data 2011Hypothesis Test Results Structure-2 Data 2011

HHyyppootthheessiis  s  VVaarriiaabblle  e  IInnfflluueenncce  e  oof  f  IIHHSSG  G  

CCooeeffffiicciieennt  t  PPrroob  b  DDeecciissiioon  n  

HH8  8  AAGGE  E  228888,,7777116  6  00..0000003  3  p  p  <  <  00,,0055;  ;  SS

HH9  9  SSIIZZE  E  1155,,225544441  1  00..2266339  9  p  p  >  >  00,,0055;  ;  TTSS

HH110  0  KKAAPPT  T  00,,00998844887  7  00..0000000  0  p  p  <  <  00,,0055;  ;  SS

HH111  1  VVOOLLA  A  --1155,,667722550  0  00..4477449  9  p  p  >  >  00,,0055;  ;  TTSS

HH112  2  RRAATTE  E  --331166,,8822223  3  00..9900115  5  p  p  >  >  00,,0055;  ;  TTSS

HH113  3  KKUURRS  S  00,,00005599992  2  00..9944339  9  p  p  >  >  00,,0055;  ;  TTSS

HH114  4  HHSSHHM  M  00,,00771111441  1  00..6611556  6  p  p  >  >  00,,0055;  ;  TTSS

HH115  5  BBeerrssaammaa--ssaamma  a  FF=  =  1111,,992299661  1  00..00000000000  0  p  p  <  <  00,,0055;  ;  SS

RR__SSqquuaarre  e  00..883344335533

Source:Source:  Data is processed using eviews 9.0  Data is processed using eviews 9.0

Information:Information:

S  S  :  :  ssiig ng niiffiicca na ntt

TS TS :  :  nno o sisigngnifificicanan

Hypothesis Test ResultsHypothesis Test Results

a) a) Based on thBased on the analysis and he analysis and hypothesis testing presented in ypothesis testing presented in TTable 2 and able 2 and TTable 3able 3
for companies conducting initial public offering (IPO) in 2011, firm sizes proxyfor companies conducting initial public offering (IPO) in 2011, firm sizes proxy
with Asset obtained results.with Asset obtained results.

(1) H(1) H
11
::   There is a positive influence of the companys age on underpricing initial  There is a positive influence of the companys age on underpricing initial

public offering (IPO)public offering (IPO)..

H1 hypothesis Not proven shown by the coefficient of -38.17485 and probabilityH1 hypothesis Not proven shown by the coefficient of -38.17485 and probability
significance of 0.2238> 0.05 thus the influence of the companys age on thesignificance of 0.2238> 0.05 thus the influence of the companys age on the

underpricing of initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.underpricing of initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.
(2) H(2) H

22
::    There is a positive effect of firm size of underpricing initial pubThere is a positive effect of firm size of underpricing initial public offeringlic offering

(IPO).(IPO).

H2 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -23.48465 and probabilityH2 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -23.48465 and probability
significance of 0.0884> 0.05 thus the effect of firm size proxy with Asset tosignificance of 0.0884> 0.05 thus the effect of firm size proxy with Asset to
underpricing initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.underpricing initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.

(3) H(3) H
33
::   There is a positive effect of stock capitalization on underpricing of IPO.  There is a positive effect of stock capitalization on underpricing of IPO.

H3 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of 0.004295 and probabilityH3 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of 0.004295 and probability
significance of 0.8442> 0.05 thus the effect of stock capitalization value onsignificance of 0.8442> 0.05 thus the effect of stock capitalization value on
underpricing of initial public offering (IPO) positive and not significant.underpricing of initial public offering (IPO) positive and not significant.

(4) H(4) H
44
::    H3 hypothesis is not proven showH3 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of 0.004295 and probabilityn by coefficient of 0.004295 and probability

significance of 0.8442> 0.05 thus the effect of stock capitalization value onsignificance of 0.8442> 0.05 thus the effect of stock capitalization value on
underpricing of initial public offering (IPO) positive and not significantunderpricing of initial public offering (IPO) positive and not significant
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H4 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -14.11421 and probabilityH4 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -14.11421 and probability
significance of 0.5276> 0.05 thus the effect of volatilization on underpricingsignificance of 0.5276> 0.05 thus the effect of volatilization on underpricing
initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.

(5) H(5) H
55
::    There is a negative effect of the interest rate on thThere is a negative effect of the interest rate on the underpricing of initiale underpricing of initial

public offering (IPO)public offering (IPO)).).

H5 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient equals to -46,9806 and probabilityH5 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient equals to -46,9806 and probability
significance equal to 0,9549> 0,05 hence influence of interest rate to underpricingsignificance equal to 0,9549> 0,05 hence influence of interest rate to underpricing
initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.initial public offering (IPO) negative and not significant.

(6) H(6) H
66
::    There is a positive influence of the rupiah exchThere is a positive influence of the rupiah exchange rate against underprange rate against underpricingicing

of initial public offering (IPO)of initial public offering (IPO)..

H6 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -0.066122 andH6 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -0.066122 and
probability significance of 0.1761> 0.05 thus the effect of rupiahprobability significance of 0.1761> 0.05 thus the effect of rupiah
exchange rate on underpricing of initial public offering (IPO) negative andexchange rate on underpricing of initial public offering (IPO) negative and
not significant.not significant.

(7) H(7) H
77
::   There is influence of company age, company size, stock capitalization  There is influence of company age, company size, stock capitalization

value, volatilization, interest rate, and rupiah exchange rate together withvalue, volatilization, interest rate, and rupiah exchange rate together with

under pricing of initial public offering (IPO)under pricing of initial public offering (IPO)..The H7 hypothesis proved to be shown by probability significance of 0.002088The H7 hypothesis proved to be shown by probability significance of 0.002088
<0.05 thus firm age, firm size, stock capitalization values, volatilization, interest<0.05 thus firm age, firm size, stock capitalization values, volatilization, interest
rate, and rupiah exchange rate together with under pricing of IPO. If there israte, and rupiah exchange rate together with under pricing of IPO. If there is
an increase in stock then the value of stock price will increase positively byan increase in stock then the value of stock price will increase positively by
0,002088.0,002088.

(8) H(8) H
88
::   There is a positive influence of firm age on long-term underperformance  There is a positive influence of firm age on long-term underperformance..

H8 hypothesis proved shown by the coefficient of 288.7716 and the probabilityH8 hypothesis proved shown by the coefficient of 288.7716 and the probability
significance of 0.0003 <0.05 thus the influence of firm age on long-termsignificance of 0.0003 <0.05 thus the influence of firm age on long-term
underperformance positive and significant. If an increase in the age of theunderperformance positive and significant. If an increase in the age of the
company will increase the JCI value of 288.7716.company will increase the JCI value of 288.7716.

(9) H(9) H
99
::   There is a positive effect of firm size of long-term underperformance  There is a positive effect of firm size of long-term underperformance..

H9 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of 15.25441 and probabilityH9 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of 15.25441 and probability
significance of 02639> 0.05 thus the effect of firm size to long-termsignificance of 02639> 0.05 thus the effect of firm size to long-term

underperformance positive and not significant.underperformance positive and not significant.
(10)H(10)H

1010
::  There is a There is a positive efpositive ef fect of stofect of sto ck capitalizatick capitalizati on on long-termon on long-term

underperformanceunderperformance..

H10 hypothesis proved shown by coefficient of 0.098487 and the probabilityH10 hypothesis proved shown by coefficient of 0.098487 and the probability
significance of 0.0000 <0.05 thus the effect of stock capitalization values tosignificance of 0.0000 <0.05 thus the effect of stock capitalization values to
long-term underperformance positive and significant. Meaning that any increaselong-term underperformance positive and significant. Meaning that any increase
in capitalization value will increase the JCI of 0.098487.in capitalization value will increase the JCI of 0.098487.

(11)H(11)H
1111

:: There is a negative effect of volatilization on long-term underperformance There is a negative effect of volatilization on long-term underperformance..

H11 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -15.67250 and probabilityH11 hypothesis is not proven shown by coefficient of -15.67250 and probability
significance of 0.4749> 0.05 thus the effect of volatilization on long-termsignificance of 0.4749> 0.05 thus the effect of volatilization on long-term
underperformance is negative and not significant.underperformance is negative and not significant.

(12)H(12)H
1212

:: There is a negative effect of interest rate on long-term underperformance There is a negative effect of interest rate on long-term underperformance..

H12 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient equal to 87,07803 probabilityH12 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient equal to 87,07803 probability
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significance equal to 09015> 0,05 hence influence of interest rate to long-termsignificance equal to 09015> 0,05 hence influence of interest rate to long-term
underperformance positive and not significant.underperformance positive and not significant.

(13)H(13)H1313::  There is There is a negative ia negative i nfluence of nfluence of the rupiah against the rupiah against long-termlong-termunderperformanceunderperformance..

H13 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient of 0,005992 and probabilityH13 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient of 0,005992 and probability
significance equal to 0,9439> 0,05 hence influence of rupiah exchange rate tosignificance equal to 0,9439> 0,05 hence influence of rupiah exchange rate to
long-term underperformance positive and not significant.long-term underperformance positive and not significant.

(14)H(14)H
1414

:: There is an underpricing effect on long-term underperformanceThere is an underpricing effect on long-term underperformance ..

H14 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient of 0.071141 and probabilityH14 hypothesis not proven shown by coefficient of 0.071141 and probability
significance of 0.6156> 0.05 thus the influence of underpricing to long-termsignificance of 0.6156> 0.05 thus the influence of underpricing to long-term
underperformance positive and not significant.underperformance positive and not significant.

(15)H(15)H
1515

::  There is influence of company age, firm size, stock capitalization value,  There is influence of company age, firm size, stock capitalization value,
volatility, interest rate, rupiah exchange rate and underpricing togethervolatility, interest rate, rupiah exchange rate and underpricing together
against long-term underperformanceagainst long-term underperformance..

The hypothesis H15 is shown by the probability significance of 0.0000 <0.05The hypothesis H15 is shown by the probability significance of 0.0000 <0.05

thus the influence of firm age, firm size, stock capitalization values, volatilization,thus the influence of firm age, firm size, stock capitalization values, volatilization,interest rate, rupiah exchange rate and underpricing jointly against significantinterest rate, rupiah exchange rate and underpricing jointly against significant
long-term underperformance.long-term underperformance.

DiscussionDiscussion

Based on the data analysis of the company conducting initial public offering inBased on the data analysis of the company conducting initial public offering in
2006 up to 2011 and testing the hypothesis that has been done, first Regression of 2006 up to 2011 and testing the hypothesis that has been done, first Regression of 
Structure-1 to prove the influence of company age, Company size where companyStructure-1 to prove the influence of company age, Company size where company
size proxy with Ln (Asset) denoted by SIZE, Capitalization of shares (KAPT),size proxy with Ln (Asset) denoted by SIZE, Capitalization of shares (KAPT),
Volatilization (VOLA), Interest Rate (RATE) and Rupiah Exchange Rate (KURS)Volatilization (VOLA), Interest Rate (RATE) and Rupiah Exchange Rate (KURS)
on Underpricing Share Price (HSHM).on Underpricing Share Price (HSHM).

Summary of hypothesis testing resultsSummary of hypothesis testing results

Table 4Table 4
Hypothesis Test Results Structure-1Hypothesis Test Results Structure-1

HHyyppootthheessiis  s  VVaarriiaabblle  e  SSttrruuccttuurree--11:  :  IInnfflluueenncce  e  oon  n  HHSSHHM  M  

2200006  6  2200007  7  2200008  8  2200009  9  2200110  0  22001111

HH1  1  AAGGE  E  SSiiggnniiffiiccaanntt

HH2  2  SSIIZZEE

HH3  3  KKAAPPT  T  SSiiggnniiffiiccaanntt

HH4  4  VVOOLLA  A  SSiiggnniiffiiccaanntt

HH5  5  RRAATTEE

HH6  6  KKUURRS  S  SSiiggnniiffiiccaannt  t  TT

H7 H7 sisimmuultltananeoeous us SiSigngnififiicacannt 0.t  0.4545252541 41 0.0.6969979775 75 SiSigngnifificicanant t  0.0.5353999926 26 SiSigngnifificicanantt

RR--SSqquuaarre  e  00,,22339933448  8  00..00661188339  0 .9  0 .00557722335  0 .5  0 .88665555113  0 .3  0 .00660099663  0 .3  0 .229911994444
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Table 5Table 5
Structure Hypothesis Test Results-2Structure Hypothesis Test Results-2

HHyyppootthheessiis  s  VVaarriiaabblle  e  SSttrruuccttuurree--22:  :  IInnfflluueenncce  e  oon  n  IIHHSSG  G  

2200006  6  2200007  7  2200008  8  2200009  9  2200110  0  22001111

HH8  8  AAG E  G E  SSiig ng ni fi fiic ac annt  t  SSiig ng ni fi fiic ac annt  t  SSiig ng ni fi fiic ac annt  t  SSiig ng ni fi fiic ac annt  t  SSiig ng niif if ic ac anntt

HH9  9  SSIIZZEE

HH10 10 K AK APPT T SSiigngnifi fiic ac annt  t  S iS igngnifi fiic ac annt  t  SSiigngnifi fiic ac annt  t  S iS igngnifi fiic ac annt  t  SSiigngnifi fiic ac anntt

HH111  1  VVOOLLA  A  SSiiggnniiffiiccaannt  t  SSiiggnniiffiiccaanntt

HH112  2  RRAATTE  E  SSiiggnniiffiiccaannt  t  SSiiggnniiffiiccaanntt

HH113  3  KKUURRS  S  SSiig ng ni fi fiic ac annt  t  SSiig ng niiffiiccaannt  t  SSiig ng niiffiiccaannt  t  SSiig ng niiffiic ac anntt

HH114  4  HHSSHHMM

H15 H15 simsimultultaneoaneous Sius Signignificaficant nt SiSignifgnificanicant Sit Signifgnificaicant Sint Signignificaficant Snt Signiignificaficant Sint Signignificaficantnt

R_R_SqSquauare re 0.0.8686020242 42 0.0.8383828245 45 0.0.9393444422 22 0.0.9595383878 78 0.0.9898707028 28 0.0.838343435353

Conclusions and RecommendationsConclusions and Recommendations

ConclusionConclusion
Based on the empirical findings and in accordance with the formulation of theBased on the empirical findings and in accordance with the formulation of the
problem, the conclusions of this study are as follows:problem, the conclusions of this study are as follows:

1. 1. The CompaThe Companys age had a neganys age had a negative and signiftive and significant effect on icant effect on 2006 on2006 on
Underpricing, while in 2007 until 2011 it was not significant. The empiricalUnderpricing, while in 2007 until 2011 it was not significant. The empirical
findings in the research hypothesis stating that the age of the company hasfindings in the research hypothesis stating that the age of the company has
a posa positivitive effect e effect on underpron underpricing on initial public offering (IPO) in Indonesiaicing on initial public offering (IPO) in Indonesia
Stock Exchange.Stock Exchange.

2. 2. The size of thThe size of the firm is noe firm is not significant significant against ut against underprnderpricing in compicing in companiesanies
that conduct an IPO. The empirical findings in the research hypothesisthat conduct an IPO. The empirical findings in the research hypothesis
stating that firm size have a positive effect on underpricing on initial publicstating that firm size have a positive effect on underpricing on initial public
offering (IPO) in Indonesia Stock Exchange.offering (IPO) in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

3. 3. The vaThe value of capitalue of capitalization silization significantgnificantly affected thly affected the underpre underpricing in 2006icing in 2006,,
2010 and 2011 while not significant in 2007 until 2009. While the empirical2010 and 2011 while not significant in 2007 until 2009. While the empirical

findings in the research hypothesis which states there is a positive effect of findings in the research hypothesis which states there is a positive effect of stock capitalization value on underpricing IPOs in Indonesia Stock Exchange.stock capitalization value on underpricing IPOs in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

4. 4. VoVolatilitlatility had a signy had a significant neificant negative efgative effect of 2006 whfect of 2006 while 2007 to 201ile 2007 to 2011 was1 was
not significant. Empirical findings in the hypothesis of the study there is anot significant. Empirical findings in the hypothesis of the study there is a
positive effect of volatilization on underpricing initial public offering (IPO)positive effect of volatilization on underpricing initial public offering (IPO)
in Indonesia Stock Exchange.in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

5. 5. Non-signifiNon-significant incant interest ratterest rates in 2007, 200es in 2007, 2008, 2010 and 8, 2010 and 2011 were n2011 were negativeegative
while 2006 and 2009 were positive for underpricing. The empirical findingswhile 2006 and 2009 were positive for underpricing. The empirical findings
in the research hypothesis have negative influence of interest rate onin the research hypothesis have negative influence of interest rate on
underpricing of IPO in Indonesia Stock Exchange.underpricing of IPO in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

6. 6. The exchange The exchange rate of rate of the Rupiah the Rupiah (Exchange r(Exchange rate $) ate $) 2006 to 2006 to 2010 is neg2010 is negativelyatively
insignificant while in 2011 the positives are insignificant. The empirical findingsinsignificant while in 2011 the positives are insignificant. The empirical findings
in the hypothesis contained a positive influence of the rupiah exchange ratein the hypothesis contained a positive influence of the rupiah exchange rate
against the underpricing of IPOs on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.against the underpricing of IPOs on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.
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7. 7. InfluenInfluence along witce along with companh company age, firm size, stock y age, firm size, stock capitalicapitalization vzation value,alue,
volatilization, interest rate, and rupiah exchange rate against underpricingvolatilization, interest rate, and rupiah exchange rate against underpricing
in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 were positively insignificant while in 2009 andin 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 were positively insignificant while in 2009 and
2011 significant. The empirical findings are consistent with the hypothesis2011 significant. The empirical findings are consistent with the hypothesis
that there is influence of company age, firm size, stock capitalizationthat there is influence of company age, firm size, stock capitalization
values, volatilization, interest rate, and rupiah exchange ratevalues, volatilization, interest rate, and rupiah exchange rate
simultaneously to underpricing initial public offering (IPO) in Indonesiasimultaneously to underpricing initial public offering (IPO) in Indonesia
Stock Exchange.Stock Exchange.

8. 8. The 2006 corThe 2006 corporate age wporate age was negatas negatively insignively insignificant wificant while 2007 to hile 2007 to 20112011
was positively significant in accordance with the empirical finding of thewas positively significant in accordance with the empirical finding of the
research hypothesis that there was a positive influence of firm age on long-research hypothesis that there was a positive influence of firm age on long-
term underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.term underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

9. 9. The size of The size of firm positivfirm positive is not sie is not significant gnificant to long-tto long-term unerm underperforderperformancemance
in accordance with empirical findings hypothesis research there is a positivein accordance with empirical findings hypothesis research there is a positive
effect of firm size of long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stockeffect of firm size of long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stock
Exchange in Bursa Efek Indonesia.Exchange in Bursa Efek Indonesia.

10. 10. significant positive capitalization in 2006, 2007, significant positive capitalization in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011 except in2008, 2010, 2011 except in

2009 have negative effect is not significant in accordance with the empirical2009 have negative effect is not significant in accordance with the empirical
findings hypothesis research there is a positive effect of stock capitalizationfindings hypothesis research there is a positive effect of stock capitalization
value against long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.value against long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

11. 11. VoVolatilitlatility significantly negativy significantly negatively influenced in 2006, ely influenced in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 20092007, 2008 and 2009
have a significant non-significant positive effect in 2010 and 2011 have nohave a significant non-significant positive effect in 2010 and 2011 have no
significant negative effect in accordance with the empirical findingssignificant negative effect in accordance with the empirical findings
hypothesis research there is a positive effect of volatilization to long-termhypothesis research there is a positive effect of volatilization to long-term
underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

12. 12. Interest rates in 2006 and Interest rates in 2006 and 2010 were significantly negative, 2007, 2008 and2010 were significantly negative, 2007, 2008 and
2011 negatively insignificant, in 2009 positive not significant in accordance2011 negatively insignificant, in 2009 positive not significant in accordance
with the empirical findings of the research hypothesis there is a negativewith the empirical findings of the research hypothesis there is a negative
effect of interest rate on long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stockeffect of interest rate on long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stock
Exchange.Exchange.

13. 13. The exchangThe exchange rate of Rupiah (Exchane rate of Rupiah (Exchange Rate $) in 2006 to 2009 has ge Rate $) in 2006 to 2009 has aa

significant negative effect, in 2010 the negative effect is not significant andsignificant negative effect, in 2010 the negative effect is not significant and
in 2011 have a significant positive effect in accordance with empirical findingsin 2011 have a significant positive effect in accordance with empirical findings
research hypothesis there is a negative effect of rupiah exchange rate againstresearch hypothesis there is a negative effect of rupiah exchange rate against
long-term underperformance in Stock Exchange Indonesia.long-term underperformance in Stock Exchange Indonesia.

14. 14. Underpricing in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 has significant Underpricing in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 has significant negative effect, 2009negative effect, 2009
and 2011 have no siand 2011 have no significangnificant positive effect t positive effect in accordance with the ein accordance with the empiricalmpirical
findings of the research hypothesis there is influence of underpricing tofindings of the research hypothesis there is influence of underpricing to
long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.long-term underperformance in Indonesia Stock Exchange.

15. 15. Influence togetInfluence together is sher is significanignificant in accordance with the empirical findingst in accordance with the empirical findings
of the research hypothesis there is influence of company age, firm size,of the research hypothesis there is influence of company age, firm size,
stock capitalization value, volatilization, interest rate, rupiah exchangestock capitalization value, volatilization, interest rate, rupiah exchange
rate and underpricing jointly against long-term underperformance inrate and underpricing jointly against long-term underperformance in
Indonesia Stock Exchange.Indonesia Stock Exchange.
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Managerial ImplicationsManagerial Implications

Theoretical ImplicationsTheoretical Implications

Based on empirical research findings, underpricing phenomena that occur toBased on empirical research findings, underpricing phenomena that occur to
Indonesia can be explained by the age of the company, the value of capitalization,Indonesia can be explained by the age of the company, the value of capitalization,
volatility, and the dollar exchange rate. While for long term underperformancevolatility, and the dollar exchange rate. While for long term underperformance
after IPO is after IPO is explained by variable age explained by variable age of cof companyompany, value of , value of capitalization, volatilitycapitalization, volatility,,
interest rate and exchange rate. The results of this study strengthen the theory of interest rate and exchange rate. The results of this study strengthen the theory of 
asymmetric information (Asssimetric Information Theory) will occur underpricingasymmetric information (Asssimetric Information Theory) will occur underpricing
phenomenon is also supported by agency theory (Agency Theory) and Signal theoryphenomenon is also supported by agency theory (Agency Theory) and Signal theory
(Signalling Theory), it also reinforces the theory of efficient market hypothesis that(Signalling Theory), it also reinforces the theory of efficient market hypothesis that
explains that an efficient market is a market where the price of all traded securitiesexplains that an efficient market is a market where the price of all traded securities
reflects all available information. Where investors should seek information about areflects all available information. Where investors should seek information about a
personnel or corporate approach to seek information that is not contained in thepersonnel or corporate approach to seek information that is not contained in the
analysis of financial statements fundamentally.analysis of financial statements fundamentally.

SuggestionSuggestion

1. 1. Based on thBased on the results of re results of research IPesearch IPO success is mucO success is much greater h greater by unby underwritderwriter, iter, it
is recommended that underwriters in determining stock prices prime can payis recommended that underwriters in determining stock prices prime can pay
more attention to information that is non-accounting so that all parties concernedmore attention to information that is non-accounting so that all parties concerned
with the IPO process can have enough information so that is not based only onwith the IPO process can have enough information so that is not based only on
data is fundamental so I suggest that not all cheap stocks or underpricing aredata is fundamental so I suggest that not all cheap stocks or underpricing are
good for the long term.good for the long term.

2. 2. FFor indor independent audits or ependent audits or public accounting public accounting firms that firms that will issue an will issue an opinion foropinion for
a company for the phases of the IPO process should be able to presenta company for the phases of the IPO process should be able to present
transparently in accordance with a predetermined code of public accountants.transparently in accordance with a predetermined code of public accountants.
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